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RENOWNED ARCHITECT WILLIAM GREEN LAUNCHES 1 HR. W/ BILL
New home and office consultation service helps DIYers navigate tricky design issues
NEW YORK, NY -- William Green, the Manhattan-based architect whose firm William
Green & Associates has designed spaces for some of the most celebrated institutions in
the world – including the Guggenheim Museum, Fendi and Hollywood Records – is
proud to announce the launch of his new design consultation service, 1 HR. W/ BILL.
1 HR. W/ BILL operates two ways – in one-on-one sessions in the comfort of clients’
homes or offices and in a seminar setting for serious design aficionados to learn more
about the ins and outs of renovation and remodeling through class and practical on-site
instruction.
For one-on-one sessions, Bill visits clients’ residential and commercial spaces where he
provides professional advice regarding all aspects of architectural, interior and
decorative design projects.
During the seven-week seminar, participants will learn about design through course
material prepared by Bill, but also will visit each others’ homes to observe Bill deliver his
expertise on what they’re capable of accomplishing within their space as well as the
most efficient and cost-effective means of reaching those design goals.
We know what you’re thinking – what’s so special about that?
What makes 1 HR. W/ BILL stand out among other interior design services is that Bill is
not acting as an interior designer. Rather, his service is the missing link between clients
and the nonspecific design advice they’ve received from outside sources, such as
magazines, blogs and boutique owners.
"1 HR. W/ BILL also can be used for clients who are already working with an architect or
designer and would like to get a second opinion without concern that I want to take the
job,” Bill says. “This service is designed to provide an hour of clear, concise evaluation of
what's been done and what can be done. As an industry insider, I can also help clients
find sources typically known only to those working in the profession.”
Perhaps the most exciting part about the service is that Bill has made it extremely
affordable – $295 for one-on-one sessions and $695 for a seven-week seminar course.
Never before have residents of New York City been able to hire a celebrated expert in
the field of design for home consultation. With 1 HR. W/ BILL, Bill levels the playing field
so that even those on a shoestring budget can have the home or office of their dreams.
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